gogreen2019
Choose one of the SPICES you would like to do.
You can choose from Social, Physical, Intellectual,
Character, Emotional or Spiritual.
Share a photo or video of your activity with us
including #gogreen2019
Once you have done this, come back to the Irish Hub
in the World Point and we will present you with the
relevant SPICES bead. Complete all 6 spices and you
will get the bracelet.
SOCIAL - The Irish love to be social and meet
other people.
Challenge: Join another scout or patrol from
another country for a cup of tea (like the Irish),
ice cream or a meal.
PHYSICAL - There are plenty of
opportunities to get fit and move in different
ways at the Jamboree.
Challenge: Do an Irish jig. A jig is a
traditional Irish Dance, think Riverdance and
you have the right idea.
Or
Host a welly throwing competition. This is an
old style competition that is popular in
Ireland and other Celtic regions. You can
also use shoes if you don’t have wellies.
INTELLECTUAL - Push yourself to learn
more!
Challenge: Find out a new fact about the
World Scout Moot 2021 in Ireland by visiting
the Moot Stand in the World Scout Village
Or
Learn how to say hello in Irish!
CHARACTER - Show us your Scouting
spirit!
Challenge: Take a photo or short video of
something that represents the Scout Law for
you.
Or
Do a task or activity that shows you living
the Scouting spirit here at the Jamboree
EMOTIONAL - Reflect on your
environmental impact!
Challenge: Find the Irish Stand at the Global
Development Village and sign up to our
Scout Eco Pledge.
SPIRITUAL - Broaden your horizons!
Challenge: Visit the Faith & Beliefs
programme zone. Share a photo of one
element of the programme area that you
engaged with and enjoyed.
Character

